Juvenile Non-Fiction books about Reptiles can be found in Row 17 J 597.8—597.98

_Ananse and the Lizard: A West African Tale_
by Pat Cummings J 398.2 CUM

_I Wonder if Dragons are Real: and Other Neat Facts About Reptiles and Amphibians_
by Annabelle Donati J 599 DON

_JUVENILE FICTION_

_Gator Girls_ by Stephanie Calmenson J F CAL

_Gator Halloween_ by Stephanie Calmenson J F CAL

_Rockin’ Reptiles_ by Stephanie Calmenson J F CAL

_Tumble and Blue_ by Cassie Beasley J F BEA
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PICTURE BOOKS

Turtle in the Sea by Jim Arnosky J PB ARN

Franklin series by Paulette Bourgeois J PB BOU

Mossy by Jan Brett J PB BRE

The Foolish Tortoise by Richard Buckley J PB BUC

Emma’s Turtle by Eve Bunting J PB BUN

Box Turtle at Long Pond by William T. George J PB GEO

Lunchroom Lizard by Daniel Kirk J PB KIR

Tracks in the Sand by Loreen Leedy J PB LEE

Albert’s Special Day by Ruth Lerner Perle J PB PER

Turtle Bay by Saviour Pirotta J PB PIR

Where’s My Tail? by Susan Schafer J PB SCH

Lizard’s Guest by George Shannon J PB SHA

Turtle Time: a Bedtime Story by Sandol Stoddard J PB STO

The House on East 88th Street by Bernard Waber J PB WAB

PICTURE BOOKS CONT.

Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile by Bernard Waber J PB WAB

Imagine You Are a Crocodile by Karen Wallace J PB WAL

Old Turtle by Douglas Wood J PB WOO

Turtle Spring by Deborah Turney Zagweyn J PB ZAG

Egad, Alligator! By Harriet Ziefert J PB ZIE

JUVENILE EASY

Meet Mr. & Mrs. Green by Keith Baker JE BAK

Turtle Dreams by Marion Dane Bauer JE BAU

Wild Reptiles: Snakes, Crocodiles, Lizards, and Turtles! By Martin Kratt JE KRA

“Smile,” Says Little Crocodile by Jane Belk Moncure JE MON

Zack’s Alligator by Shirley Mozelle JE MOZ

Nate the Great and the Tardy Tortoise by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat JE SHA